
FUMC ESL 11-12-2018 High Intermediate Lesson

Pronunciation: In each group, there is one word in which the vowel blend sounds differently 
from the other two words. Circle that word.

IDIOMS:  Work with a partner.  Read the sentence pairs below. Look at the definitions 
underneath the sentences. Decide which definition fits each idiom. Make sure you 
understand the meaning of each sentence.

I missed the meeting. Can you fill me in on what happened?
I have to miss work next week. Can you fill in for me?
Definitions: tell me the details  OR   take my place

Mother really fell apart after Dad died.
I thought this project would be finished by now. Jim really fell down on the job.
Definitions:  fail to do something properly      OR   have serious emotional problems

Jeff has fallen in with a bad crowd. I fear he may get in trouble.
The sergeant ordered his men to fall in.
Definitions: line up in a row   OR  begin to hang out with a person or a group

Business has really fallen off this quarter.
Things are finally falling into place.
Definitions: decreased   OR   become organized and complete

I haven’t seen Jim and Susan together for a while. They had a falling out.
Our plans for the weekend fell through.
Definitions:  failed    OR    disagreement

The charity fell short of its goal of raising a million dollars.
The task of telling the employees we were closing fell to me.
Definitions:  became responsible for    OR   failed

Winning a new client for our advertising business is really a feather in my cap.
The money was supposed to be spent on helping the homeless, but instead was used to feather 
the nest of the commissioner.
Definitions:  honor    OR   use power to provide for yourself

I’m really fed up with all the corruption in government.

sour - pour - source shoulder - though - loud sound - cousin - couple

dough - tough - though enough - house - found through - thought - fought

about - count - cough ought - ground - thousand out - trouble - young

youth - group - thought rough - cousin - you though - rough - dough

leave - mean - head bread - reach - cheat real - heal - ready



Jim really fed Susan a line when he told her he was a wealthy surgeon. He's a doorman at the 
hotel.
Definitions:  tell something that is not true    OR    disgusted 

Anne felt a glow of contentment as she held her newborn.
Deb is still single and  felt out of place when she was around all the married couples.
Definitions:  good feeling    OR   not belonging

Mother says if you don’t know what to do, follow your heart.
My son appears to be following in the footsteps of his father.
Definitions:  do what your instinct tells you   OR   act like someone who came before

The police followed up on her story and discovered she was lying.
Sarah never finishes anything. She makes a good start but has trouble following through.
Definitions:  investigated further    OR    completed a task

We all went to dinner together and Dad footed the bill.
Our kids are all grown and married. My husband and I are footloose and fancy-free.
Definitions: without responsibilities   OR   pay 

Jim seems to know everyone. He really gets around.
I haven't painted the garage yet. I'll get around to it eventually.
Definitions: visits lots of places and meets a lot of people   OR  get something done

He lets the sheep into the pasture to crop the grass.
Some problems usually crop up after the machine has been running a long time.
Definitions: appear suddenly  OR bite the tops off

Discuss:
1. Describe a time when you felt out of place.
2. Are you following in the footsteps of either of your parents?
3. Do you feel happiest in the winter when you can curl up by the fire or the summer when you 

can play on the beach?
4. When you are in an argument, are you usually the one to give in first?
5. When everyone you know is wearing a particular style, do you feel pressure to wear it to, 

even though it might not look great on you? Give some examples of popular styles that don't 
look good on you.


